We are on top of it,
we are all over it,
we are aroundIT.
®

www.aroundit.com
response@aroundit.com
+46 75 700 19 00

We offer consultancy
services and solutions
within IT, Telecom and
Media technology.
Every assignment is unique, and all projects present unique challenges. aroundIT®, together with its
partner network, combines high academic competences with extensive experiences from best practice
gained during years of fieldwork.
To meet the customer’s needs for each project, aroundIT® selects the right employees and highly skilled
professionals from the partner network.
When designing a solution, aroundIT® endeavors to thoroughly understand the customer’s operations
before digging into the assignment. This is to make sure that the best solution is proposed and to enable
ultimate flexibility, cost efficiency and high quality.
aroundIT® is since 1998 acknowledged as a stable and reliable partner. From 2014 and onwards, aroundIT®
has been assigned the highest credit rating by Sweden’s leading credit rating agencies UC and Bisnode.
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The universe of
aroundIT
®

Academic competences
Master or Bachelor of Science degrees in
various disciplines. Vendor certifications
including Cisco, HP, Microsoft, Nokia,
ZyXEL etc.

Solution design

Advanced
troubleshooting

Pre-studies

Test and verification

Pilot projects

Evaluation

Implementation

Operations

We offer numerous core
competences together
with technical certifications
that enables a smooth
implementation.

We offer services to keep
everything up and running.

- Fiber technicians
- Electricians
- Telecom engineers
- IT-/ICT engineers
- Project managers

Commissioning
Configuration
Training

- NOC operation
- Monitoring
- Dispatch
- Preventive maintenance
- Remote support
- Field services
- etc.

Examples of services and how they interact.
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~/IT
The business idea when aroundIT® started its business was IT services and computer support to SMEs. Today
our IT offering is very strongly associated with communication and connectivity. We have implemented several
private LANs and WANs, WiFi networks, storage solutions and delivered related consultancy services. We can
deliver a whole concept including pre-study, design, implementation, monitoring and support.

The City of Mölndal

Sea IT

The Royal Dramatic Theatre

The city of Mölndal runs a network
carrying services and data for all
municipal activities such as
administration, health and social care,
pre-schools, schools etc and it covers
more than 100 geographically
dispersed premises. When the network
needed to be upgraded to comply with
future needs and upcoming regulations,
aroundIT ® was contracted. aroundIT ®
has worked with the city of Mölndal
since 2016 and has a thorough knowledge of the municipal activities.

Sea IT is a Swedish company offering
IT solutions for the shipping world.
We were part of a global rolloutproject for Oldendorff Carriers GmbH
in 2018-2019. Eighty vessels
have received new IT systems. We
supported Sea IT with installation
resources and onboard project
management. We have travelled to
different ports and shipyards around
the world, boarded the vessel,
replaced the IT system and installed
communication equipment. We have
led projects in China, Turkey, the
United Kingdom, the Netherlands
and Latvia.

We have designed and implemented
a network for stage applications.
This network carries signals for
special effects, lighting, stage
machinery, sound etc and interconnect seven different stages.
We implemented one physical
network for a large number of
applications which are designed to
work stand-alone in an environment
completely delivered and controlled
by the respective manufacturer. We
have also delivered and implemented
an IPTV solution. The process
involved software developers and
hardware manufacturers in
a certification process.

”aroundIT ® has delivered above and
beyond what could be expected and
maintained an open dialogue that
allowed us to pursue solutions such
as the design of a robust network, as
well as WDM-design.”
Simon Burge

Network Manager Mölndals stad
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”Thanks to aroundIT ® we
could ramp up the number
of installations and speed up
the project.”

Mattias Patriksson

Sea IT Systems AB

”aroundIT ® combines cuttingedge competence and a focus
on the small details with creativity,
holistic perspective, and a
dedicated interest.”
Johan Bengtsson

The Royal Dramatic Theatre, Stockholm

~/Telecom
aroundIT ® offers a wide range of services such as installations, field services, troubleshooting, project management
and coordination of daily operations. aroundIT® has developed a strong brand identity and solid experiences from
working with both fixed and mobile networks, on land, in telecom towers, or at sea. Over the years, aroundIT® has
delivered services to major actors in the telecom industry.

Stena Line

Ericsson, Hi3G and Telia

aroundIT has designed and installed
ship-to-shore communication, meaning
data communication between vessels
and data centers. Stena Line uses this
solution on the:
Göteborg-Fredrikshamn,
Göteborg-Kiel,
Trelleborg-Sassnitz/Rostock
and Halmstad-Grenå routes.
This communication link is used as
part of their SD-WAN. aroundIT ® has
delivered similar solutions to multiple
shipping companies.

On behalf of Ericsson, aroundIT
has carried out two swop-projects
for Hi3G (Tre) and Telia. The purpose
was to replace telecom equipment to
upgrade functionality and capacity in
the cellphone networks. aroundIT ®
has swopped approximately 100
units of Ericsson RBS3000 in favor
of Ericsson RBS6000 in the
Hi3G network. In the Telia network
aroundIT ® has replaced about 350
units and rolled out 80 RBSes.
We have also rebuilt the transmission
to most sites.

On behalf of Skanova, aroundIT ®
is responsible for keeping the fiber
network – earlier known as “Svenska
stadsnät Mölndal” – up and running.
The network has been acquired by
Skanova/Telia but operates independently until integrated with the
Skanova network. The network
covers Mölndal and parts of Göteborg
and serves over 10,000 customers
(businesses and homes).
The assignment includes delivery
planning, service coordination and
troubleshooting.

”All projects have been carried out
with great commitment and high
quality. We are very pleased with
our cooperation with aroundIT ®.”

”aroundIT ® is a multiskilled vendor
that can handle everything from
project management to complex as
well as easy installations! All to a
competitive price due to a small flexible organization with a minimum of
unnecessary administration.”

”aroundIT ®’s solid and multifaceted
know-how makes them a Swiss army
knife in the work with our networks.
There is a tool for every possible, or
impossible, task and the results are
always delivered with sharpness and
quality.”

®

Niclas Eliassen

Infrastructure specialist, Stena IT
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Skanova
®

Pelle Hellberg

NTS AB / Ericsson LSS AB

P-A Lindkvist

Svenska Stadsnät AB

~/Media technology
In recent years, more and more services have been launched such as better sound and picture quality,
on demand and interaction. This entails ever higher demands for production, contribution and distribution
of content. To meet with this, the Media industry has been reinvented and proceeded from traditional broadcast techniques to IP. aroundIT ® has experiences from various projects and implementations such as local
streaming as well as global distribution over IP.

GöteborgsOperan

Holographic 5G use case

Deluxe Entertainment

aroundIT ® has delivered and
implemented an IPTV solution at
GöteborgsOperan. The system is
used by actors, staff and visitors and
has functions tailored for the Opera
house such as paging, overlays with
timers and intranet integration. The
building has two stages, its own studio
and a control room. GöteborgsOperan produces six internal TV
channels, and stream and broadcast
productions on a regular basis.

aroundIT ® has developed the overall
design of the technical solution to
transfer the first ever Holographic
experience over a 5G network. This
project was a collaboration with
Ericsson, Eyelinq, Intel and Telia.

Deluxe is a global company
supporting the movie and TV
industry with various services such
as transforming, subtitling, dubbing
and distribution. Their service Deluxe
MediaCloud distributes media content
to TV stations, cinemas and streaming
services. aroundIT ® has carried out
installation and commissioning in
Malmö, Singapore and Milan.

”With creative and future-oriented
ideas, aroundIT® serves and solves,
in an independent and flexible way,
assignments from us.”

”aroundIT® contributed the magic
that made all the pieces fall into
place. In this project we tried to do
something no one else ever done
- and we succeeded! Much thanks
to aroundIT® and their in depth
understanding of every part in this
assignment.”

Per Hansson

Kjell Johansson

GöteborgsOperan AB
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Eyelinq / KJS AB

”Thanks to aroundIT ® ’s flexibility,
broad competence and solutionoriented mindset, we succeeded in
completing critical installations in the
rollout of Deluxe MediaCloud.”
Anders Höög

Deluxe MediaCloud

